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Background

� iStar tools
◦ iStar wiki: 26
◦ Unlisted: MUSER, pistar, etc.
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� Optimize development of iStar tools
◦ user viewpoint VS developer viewpoint
◦ iStar tool functionality VS iStar tool development technologies

� Objective: help researchers make informed tradeoffs
◦ understand (common) challenges in iStar Development
◦ understand tradeoffs among different development technologies

Motivation
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JavaScript

EMF/GMF

Adobe Flex

[Almeida2013, 
Grau2013] 



Tool Examinations
� Selection of tools
◦ OpenOME
◦ MUSER
◦ Leaf-family tools

� Focus of examination
◦ features
◦ architecture, design, and used technologies
◦ pros and cons
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OpenOME
Examined Results

Features 1. Graphically create iStar models
2. Forward and backward interactive, qualitative iStar

analysis
3. Import and export iStar models in multiple formats 

(iStarML, Q7, etc.)

Architecture, design, and 
used technologies

1. Eclipse-based tool
2. EMF/GMF framework
3. SAT Solver

Pros and cons + Automatically generate code from a metamodel

+ New code packages can be easily added

-Automatically generated code is entangled with 
customized code
- Heavy installation
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MUSER
Examined Results

Features 1. Graphically create three-layer goal models
2. Semi-automatic security requirements analysis across 

three layers

Architecture, design, and 
used technologies

1. OmniGraffle
2. AppleScript
3. Java
4. Datalog

Pros and cons + Loosely-coupled architecture

+ Inherit good usability from OmniGraffle

- Depend on commercial applications

- Function only in Mac OS
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Leaf-Family Tools
Examined Results

Features 1. Graphically create iStar models
2. Combine creativity techniques with iStar modeling 

(Creative Leaf)
3. Model and analyze evolution of goal models over time 

(GrowingLeaf)

Architecture, design, and 
used technologies

1. Web-based tool
2. JointJS and Rappid framework
3. JavaScript, CSS, HTML

Pros and cons + Lightweight tool with less code

+ Installation is trivial

- No metamodel support

- It is difficult to be compatible with all browsers
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Analysis Model
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Conclusions
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� Help researchers make informed tradeoffs 
� Examine three iStar tools
� Establish an analysis model for tool development 
� Create a discussion in the iStar community about tool 

development, sharing, and reuse



Future Work
� Study further iStar tools
� Mine further development knowledge
� Evaluate our research with potential tool developers
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